
Where 
anything 
can happen

S O L I D  S U R F A C E



Made for makers
Preferred by fabricators
Adored by homeowners

We’re Durasein, your solid surface 
partner. We’re here to give your ideas 
the support they deserve – without 
the fuss. Whether it’s as simple as a 
sink, or your wildest design idea, with 
Durasein you can bring that to life.

We have a palette of 60 solid surface 
sheet decors and a brilliant line of 
stunning sinks to help you do the best 
work of your life.

The future is in your hands. 
Show us what it looks like.
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Think of 
us as your 
creative partner

Your creative partner
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Our super  
solid surface

State of the art 
manufacturing facilities
Our factory consists of four 
state-of-the-art manufacturing lines; 
three of which are dedicated to the 
production of pure acrylic sheet 
material, with the fourth producing 
pure acrylic moulded shapes.

Durasein set up the first flexible 
manufacturing line in the world which 
ranges from 760mm to 1520mm in width.

Durasein pure acrylic solid surface is 
approximately two-thirds aluminium 
trihydrate and a third acrylic resin 
and natural pigments. The aluminium 
hydroxide gives the product a particular 
strength, and the quality of the acrylic 
resin ensures cleanliness, suitability for 
contact with food, water resistance, 
and colour stability over time.

Your creative partner

Despite it’s consistency being 
similar to natural stone, Durasein is 
repairable and can be fabricated 
with woodworking equipment. It can 
be seamlessly joined and a simple 
thermoforming process allows the 
creation of curved surfaces providing 
unrivalled design capabilities.

Durasein® complies with Euroclass B-s1-d0 standards.

We’re also proud to produce our 
own high quality collection of cast 
sinks and bowls on-site, ensuring 
exact colour consistency to our sheet 
material.



Features & Benefits
10 Year Warranty
Durasein comes with a 10 year 
warranty against manufacturing 
faults, providing peace of mind when 
specifying our product – whether it’s 
sheet material or sinks and bowls.

Thermoformable
When heated to the correct 
temperature, Durasein becomes 
malleable and can then be curved 
and formed to your bespoke design.

Seamless Joints
Colour matched adhesive for all  
décors helps to give an unbroken  
and flowing finish to your designs.

Repairable
Minor scratches can be sanded  
and polished out to help maintain  
a pristine appearance. Larger chips, 
deep scratches or more severe damage 
can be filled, or section/s replaced.

Non-Porous & Waterproof
Durasein sheets are non-porous 
and 100% waterproof, allowing use 
in a vast range of applications.

Food Hygiene
Durasein meets NSF51 standards,  
so is certified for use in food 
preparation areas (e.g. residential  
& commercial worksurfaces,  
food preparation areas, servery 
counters, etc).

High Durability
Durasein sheets are extremely 
durable, with a high resistance to 
most everyday cleaning products and 
stains – as well as many more harsh 
chemicals and staining agents.

Fire-Resistant
Tested to EN13501-b, comparable  
to UK BS476 Class 0.

Hygienic And Easy To Clean  
With thermoformed curved upstands 
and splashbacks on worksurfaces and 
vanity tops, those hard to clean dirt 
traps are eliminated.
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We believe the best results come
from creative collaboration and truly
serving the needs of the creatives and 
fabricators that inspire us.

And with over 20 years of 
manufacturing experience, it’s  
safe to say we’ve learned how  
to get a few things right by now.

We’re proud to say that our products
have been specified by some of the
most prominent creative firms in the
industry, and fashioned by topnotch
fabricators across the globe.

We’re committed to helping our
creative partners do their best work
no matter how twisty or bendy the idea.

The only limit is your imagination.
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Creativity is
our speciality

Your creative partner

Let’s make 
something amazing

1. PAW140 Fossil
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From inspiring
places to bespoke 
home spaces

Be inspired

We’re solid surface people driven  
by creativity. Sure, our products  
are gorgeous, versatile and 
incredibly durable, but what really 
makes us different is the way we 
work with you.

The following pages showcase all 
of our surfaces across a variety of 
sectors, from domestic kitchens  
and bathrooms to coffee shops  
and airports.

Explore our varying collections of 
acrylic solid surface materials – from 
‘Lively’ to ‘Charming’, each collection 
contains carefully curated styles, 
shades and colours that meet your 
needs, whatever they may be.
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2. PAW142 Blush

3. PM201 Glacier White
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Simple. And always stylish. 

Transcend trends with classics that never get old.Timeless
Be inspired 
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PM201
Glacier White

PM4332
Slanico White

PM4097
Designer White

PM6010
Pure White

PM4529
Duostone
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Be inspired 

PM4074
Natural White

PM4530
Cubelanche

PM4370
Milky Sands

PM4907
Triarctic

NEW
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TS082
Gamma

NEW

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.



Be inspired
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Timeless

PM4768
Silver Falls

TS070
Gadthena

PM4549
Duocream

PM4523
Shasta

PM4531
Duomist

NEW
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Be inspired 

PM112
Tambora

PM4462
Sandalwood

PM4266
Clarity

PM4153
Bone

PM4808
Bean

NEW

NEW

www.durasein.co.uk
Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.



Be inspired
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Timeless

PM4355
Sanded Beige

PM138
Grey Quartz

PM4407
Snowy

PM4533
Triostone

TS069
Briosinki

NEW
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Be inspired 

TS071
Alpha

PM4840
Limestone

PM4532
Duonight

PM4766
Spinelle

PM4595
Trivory

NEW

NEW

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.



Be inspired
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Timeless

PM4836
Clay

PM6194
Pebble Grey

PM4479
Concrete

PM4652
Shadow Grey

PM4290
Dove

NEW

NEW
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Be inspired 

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.

PM4638
Triobrown

PM4081
Steel Grey

PM4460
Glitter Black

PM276
Night Sky

PM811
Lodestar

NEW

NEW
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Be inspired
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The deeper you look, 
the more you see.

PM4266 Clarity

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

Timeless and true, this granite-soaked  
ice can lower the temperature in any room.

Girders and beams 
and skyscrapers, 
oh my. Let’s get 
building.

PM201 Glacier White

PM4081 Steel Grey
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This cool white 
scattered with slate 
is guaranteed to 
break the ice.

PM4768 Silver Falls

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

A cosy and comfy 
shade of white that 
evokes a fleecey-soft 
feeling.

PM4074 Natural White
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Any way you slice it, this 
speckled grey is ready to 
rock your world.

PM4652 Shadow Grey

Be inspired 



Timeless DPS
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Be inspired
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Our recipe for this colour? 
Put a little ice in the blender 
and hit pulse. 

PM4907 Triarctic

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

This is what true grit looks like  
(as seen in grey, black and white).

PM4533 Triostone
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Pour this utilitarian yet 
confident colour across 
your urban (or suburban) 
landscape for a gritty edge, 
without actual grit to clean.

PM4479 Concrete

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

An earthy grey 
spotted with 
rocks and relics.

PM4836 Clay
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A little treat for everyone 
who thinks gamma style 
> granny style. 

TS082 Gamma

Be inspired 
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Be inspired
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Timeless & true, this 
granite-soaked ice can 
lower the temperature 
in any room.

PM201 Glacier White

Be inspired 
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Feel at ease with peaceful colours  

that calm your nerves.Balanced
Be inspired

PAW095-1
Icy Grey

PAW142
Blush

PAW141
Sandstone

PAW140
Fossil

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Disclaimers may apply, see p55 for more information.
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The ultimate form of 
flattery, leaving each 
guest tickled pink.

PAW142 Blush

Be inspired 
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Be inspired
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The ultimate form of 
flattery, leaving each 
guest tickled pink.

PAW142 Blush

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

Break free from the same-old and add a 

little energy and excitement to your design.Lively

PAW074
Nimbus

PAW001
Knight White

PAW100
Blossoming

PAW005
Niagara

NEW

NEW
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PAW019
Nightfall

PAW017
Driftsand

PAW021
Lava

PAW022
Meteor Shower

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.
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Be inspired

A field of snow, 
tinged with streaks of 
afternoon shadows.

PAW001 Knight White
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Luminous clouds mass 
over a freshly ploughed 
field. Grab your brolly!

PAW074 Nimbus

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

Thoughts of rolling winds 
and arching rocks.

PAW022 Meteor Shower
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We heard this is the 
building material preferred 
by Michelangelo. May be 
a rumour.

PAW100 Blossoming

Be inspired 
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Be inspiredBe inspired

Looking to be the centre of attention?  

All eyes are on this striking selection.Brilliant

PM4062
Lake Water

PM4094
Apple

PM205
Sandy Yellow

PM202
Hot

PM206
Nocturne

PM4005
Outre White

NEW

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.
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Chill out. Today’s design 
forecast brings you a dusting 
of snow on a frozen pond.

PAW4005 Outre White

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

Throw on your best 
party outfit and grab 
this super sultry black.

PM206 Noctune



Shadows carve 
the drifts into 
calligraphy. 
There’s a 
message there 
for you.

PM4332 Slanico White
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Be inspired 
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Be inspired

When it’s not the time for glitz and glamour,  

go for understated and effortlessly elegant.Charming

PAW074 Nimbus

Luminous clouds mass over 
a freshly ploughed field. 
Grab your brolly!

PAW051
Luna

PAW091
Blanca Carrera

NEW

Disclaimers may apply, see p59 for more information.
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PAW051 Luna

A mysteriously luminous grey  
to lead you into a new phase 
of design bliss.

Be inspired 
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Be inspired

Calling all 
specifiers!

Request your free of charge sample 
case to experience the entire Durasein 
collection at your fingertips.

durasein.co.uk/order-a-sample-case

0845 603 7811 or 
info@durasein.co.uk
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Be inspired 



Sleek & stylish
Our sleek and stylish collection  
of sinks and bowls offers a 
comprehensive choice of designs, 
all manufactured in-house so you 
can be sure of colour consistency 
and high quality.

Sinks and Bowls

Durasein bowls are cast from PM201 
Glacier White for a perfect colour match. 
Suitable for undermount installation, they 
offer a sleek, flush finish and selected 
models are compatible for use with the 
newest air-drying taps. 
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Half Sinks

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L297 x W149 x D135

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L347 x W199 x D155

Overflow: RLD126A
No overflow: RLD126

The Jane

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L325 x W160 x D140

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L375 x W210 x D162

Overflow: RLD146A
No overflow: RLD146

The Marie

Please visit durasein.co.uk/
technical-downloads 
or scan the QR code for 
detailed technical and 
warranty information.

The Alexander

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L325 x W160 x D125

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L365 x W200 x D142

Overflow: RLD131A
No overflow: N/A



Full Sinks

The Johann

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L397 x W397 X D210

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L455 x W455 X D228

Overflow: RLD104A
No overflow: RLD104

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L400 x W400 x D195

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L460 x W460 x D225

Overflow: RLD120A
No overflow: N/A

The Claude

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L334 x W433 x D195

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L384 x W483 x D215

Overflow: RLD127A
No overflow: RLD127

The Albert

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L400 x W330 x D175

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L450 x W380 x D197

Overflow: RLD147A
No overflow: N/A

The William

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L400 x W330 x D174

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L450 x W380 x D190

Overflow: RLD215A
No overflow: N/A

The Charles

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L400 x W450 x D175

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L449 x W499 x D193

Overflow: RL216A
No overflow: N/A

The Lewis
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Sinks and Bowls



Sinks and Bowls

Vanity Bowls
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The Pablo

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L329 x W410 x D130

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L385 x W465 x D177

Overflow built into skin
RLA104A

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L265 x W370 x D135

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L320 x W420 x D183

Overflow built into skin
RLA106A

The Yoko The Leo

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L332 x W420 x D140

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L384 x W472 x D160

Overflow built into skin
RLA100

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L410 x W410 x D150

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L460 x W460 x D198

Overflow built into skin
RLA319A

The Jean

INT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L400 x W400 x D150

EXT. DIMENSIONS (mm)
L450 x W450 x D172

Overflow built into skin
RLA351A

The Salvador
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Sinks and Bowls

Durasein sinks and bowls  
are UKCA & CE compliant.

10 year limited warranty 
against manufacturing
defects under normal use.

All sinks and bowls are cast 
in PM201 Glacier White.

All dimensions are nominal, 
and details and specifications 
are subject to change.

Boiling hot taps are not suitable for use
with cast sinks and bowls as they may
cause thermal shock.

Overflow kits and waste kits not included.

1.

1. PM201 Glacier White 

 RLA319A The Jean
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Be inspired

2.

1. PS082 Gamma 

 RLA319A The Jean
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Be inspired 

3.

3. PAW001 Knight White 

 RLA104A The Pablo
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Be inspired

4. PAW142 Blush 

 RLD147A The William (main bowl) 

 RLD146A The Jean (half bowl)
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Be inspired 

4.



Surfaces
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Surfaces

Timeless

PM4523
Shasta

PM4529
Duostone

TS069
Briosinki

PM4808
Bean

PM4768
Silver Falls

PM4074
Natural White

PM201
Glacier White

PM4462
Sandalwood

NEW TS082
Gamma

PM6010
Pure White

PM4533
Triostone

PM4153
Bone

NEWPM4370
Milky Sands

PM4097
Designer White

PM4407
Snowy

PM4549
Duocream

NEWTS070
Gadthena

PM4530
Cubelanche

PM4332
Slanico White

PM4266
Clarity

DF P

NEW

PM112
Tambora

PM138
Grey Quartz

PM4531
Duomist

PM4907
Triarctic

NEW



Balanced

PAW141
Sandstone

PAW142
Blush

PAW095-1
Icy Grey

PAW140
Fossil

PM4460
Glitter Black

PM4479
Concrete

PM4532
Duonight

PM4766
Spinelle

D

D

D

DF PPM4081
Steel Grey

PM6194
Pebble Grey

PM4840
Limestone

PM4355
Sanded Beige

D

D

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

PM4638
Triobrown

PM4836
Clay

TS071
Alpha

PM811
Lodestar

D

D

D

NEW

PM276
Night Sky

PM4652
Shadow Grey

PM4290
Dove

PM4595
Trivory

D

D

NEW

NEW NEWV

NEWV

NEWV

NEWV

D  These are heavily pigmented colours, and are prone to show scratches, dust, haziness and ordinary wear & tear more easily than lighter colours. Therefore, they 
are not recommended for use in residential or commercial applications that will be subject to heavy use and/or horizontal application, and will not be covered 
under the 10 year warranty in relation to claims resulting from ordinary wear and tear.

DF  Directional fabrication is required to ensure the most consistent aesthetics. Please ensure that when joining side-by-side or end-to-end, the sheet is 
fabricated directionally.
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PAW051
Luna

CharmingLively

V

PAW019
Nightfall

PAW021
Lava

D V P PAW022
Meteor Shower

D VPAW017
Driftsand

VV

PAW001
Knight White

PAW100
Blossoming

PAW074
Nimbus

V VV PAW005
Niagara

VNEW NEW

PAW091
Blanca Carrera

V NEW

Brilliant

PM4062
Lake Water

D PM4094
Apple

D PM205
Sandy Yellow

D PM202
Hot

D PM206
Nocturne

DPM4005
Outre White

NEW

The Durasein product samples received are a guide to colour and overall aesthetics 
only. Therefore please ensure you are familiar with the overall look of the product prior 

All sheets will include a batch reference printed on the sheet edge. Please ensure that 
the batch numbers are checked upon receipt and recorded by you for future reference. 
Batch numbers must be identical to ensure colour consistency, however all sheets 

between sheets. Any discrepancies found with the batch numbers when delivered must 
be reported back to your supplying IDS branch before fabrication commences. 

have been used.

All fabrication using Durasein solid surface material should be carried out as per the 
published Durasein Fabrication & Installation Manual in all respects. The associated 
Durasein product manufacturing defect warranty is only applicable to fabrications and 

installations that have been correctly conducted as per the Durasein Fabrication & 
Installation Manual stated procedures, which can also be found on www.durasein.co.uk.

Only recommended adhesive & alcohol must be used to ensure the validity of the 
10 year commercial and domestic limited warranty. Please ensure that the correct 
colour matched adhesive is used with your sheets as incorrect adhesives will make 
the joint conspicuous and will invalidate your 10 year commercial and domestic limited 
warranty. Please ensure all joints are thoroughly cleaned using DE-NATURED alcohol 
before applying jointing adhesive as contaminated joins also void any warranty.

All décors require careful and tight jointing to ensure inconspicuous joints, using only 
the recommended jointing adhesive.

should be checked before fabrication commences. All cartridges will achieve their 
shelf life if they are stored in a cool dry place in a vertical position and protected from 
sunlight.

P  These designs feature pearl material in the top surface only, which will therefore not show through the thickness of the sheet. Applications such as 
coved upstands and downstands highlight the exclusion of pearl material through the product; edges should always be mitred or heavily rebated on these 
decors.

V

downstands highlight the vein through the product; edges should always be rebated on these decors.
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